Dear AITIS Parents & Friends,

Welcome to the first edition of the AITIS Bulletin in the 2021/2022 school year. We are glad to say that despite the pandemic that has thrown the entire world into a state of pandemonium, AITIS continues to strive for the best with the support of all AITIS parents, teachers and students.

We started this new school year on August 9, 2021 with an online mode of instruction, although it was challenging, the spirit of togetherness has enabled us to go through these past three months with much ease and fun. Our school activities are carried out online with some twists that enable the students to still have fun and interact with friends.

The grade six students enjoyed a full day of Team Building activity with varieties of online games facilitated by their teachers. A big thank you to both students and teachers for the spirit of collaboration that was evident during the activities.

Our annual monsoon marathon was substituted with a Walkathon exercise across the whole school. This was spread across one week. Despite happening online the endurance and fitness of the children were tested and they had fun too.

The diversity celebration of AITIS also took place. The United Nations Day was observed with different activities lined up within each classroom to celebrate the theme "ONE HEART, ONE MIND, ONE SPIRIT". As usual, it was a colorful celebration with children, teachers and staff displaying their national costumes.

AIT International School is pleased to welcome a new member of staff this month. Ms. Sophal Meas. She is from Cambodia; we look forward to working together and learning more about you!

We look forward to welcoming our students back to the school ground very soon. A big thank you to all our parents for your unceasing cooperation and support for AITIS.

Sincerely,
Mrs. Yemi
Principal, AITIS
The Teambuilding day on September 16, 2021, started with everyone arriving for the Zoom meeting as usual. Once everyone was there, Mrs. Yemi, our principal, gave a welcome speech and then we began the day's activities.

The first activity in the morning was to find out which teams we were on. This involved unscrambling some letters on our class jamboard and figuring out which group we belonged to. These groups we would figure out would be the groups we would spend the entire day of Teambuilding with.

The next activity after the break was an activity where we had to figure out the name of our group with our newly formed team. We also had to complete some assignments given to us by the teachers, such as making a storyboard showing all of our group members, or another one where we all had to write down our names and a unique characteristic that each of us had.

Once we found our teams, we moved on to an activity led by Mrs. Hasmina where we had to take pictures of our moments on AITIS and create a digital album. This activity was fun as we were able to refresh our old fond memories from our school days and of course, it also strengthened our team bonding.
Following this, there was another activity which was conducted by Ms. Beth, our music teacher. In this activity, a group was chosen with a random spinner and had to start singing. Once the first team had sung for 10-15 seconds, the second team was chosen and had 20 seconds to sing a song that had lyrics or started with the word the previous group had ended with.

We continued to rotate for different groups and had a lot of fun doing it. I think the purpose of this activity was to strengthen the bond between group members and encourage communication between group members. Another thing that I think helped was that each group had to sing. So if one person was afraid of singing out loud in front of other people, they were able to overcome their fear. That helped build confidence.
We ate lunch and then returned to the Zoom meeting replenished and energized to continue with the various activities we had planned for the day. We were now in the second half of the day and although all of this team building activity was taking place online, I felt that each group was beginning to develop a bond with each other.

Next on the agenda was an activity planned by Mrs. Houng, our library teacher, which I was personally looking forward to. In this activity, we were assigned 20 questions that we had to answer with a die, rolling a random number and each question was answered by all of us in turn. This activity was really fun because I think it helped each of us in the group find out more about each other's interests and qualities, which is sometimes an underrated quality for a good group.
Last but not least, the "Photo of Your Life" activity developed by Mr. James, our art teacher, was also an activity that all the teams really enjoyed. I will explain how we played this game.

First, we looked at a Google doc that Mr. James had provided us that had all the rules and criteria for the activity. After reading the Google Doc, we discussed in our group which person would do what and what we would do if we did that thing.

Everyone took a picture of themselves and posted it on the jamboard that was provided to us. This activity also showed us more about our group mates as they may have taken a picture of something we liked but did not show the others.
Before I end this essay, I would like to thank all the teachers who contributed to Team Building Day. The teachers who contributed were: Mrs. Anushree, Mrs. Hasmina, Mr. James, Mrs. Huong, Mrs. Beth, Mrs. Vinita and our principal Mrs. Yemi.
Inaya and Aishee from Grade 5B

Hello fellow readers, today we will talk about the AITIS virtual walkathon! This event was a one-week event from September 20 – September 24. We will tell you more information about this as you read on!

The AITIS Virtual walkathon was held in each class during our Health and Physical Education classes. The exercises were led by Mr. Anjelo. He is the Health and PE Teacher. The class teachers and assistants also followed the exercise. They joined the exercise with the children of their respective classes. Together, they all participated in this event called the AITIS virtual marathon. Every grade in the school has participated in the walkathon. Below are the grade levels that participated and how long they did the walkathon:

- Preschool did 8 minutes.
- Grades 1–2 did 10 minutes.
- Grade 3 – 4 did 12 minutes.
- Grade 5 – 6 did 15 minutes.

The virtual walkathon helped in promoting health and wellness through walking for fitness. Aside from walking, the exercise also used a wide range of body movements for a complete body workout.

This year's AITIS virtual marathon was online because of new government restrictions. The covid-19 virus is a dangerous disease that has spread throughout Thailand and has also reached AIT. This virus is very dangerous, so the Thai government and the president of AIT have taken precautionary measures. Because of this, new rules have been put in place. This means that everyone must work from home to prevent the spread of this deadly disease.
Before, the AITIS monsoon marathon was done by making the elementary school students run a distance of 2–3 kilometers. The preschoolers had to walk a short walkathon distance. The winners were the 10 people who finished first. The top 10 received a certificate of participation.

We have a feeling that before the virtual marathon, everyone was a little nervous. In the beginning, everyone was rested and in a good mood. During the exercise, it was easy at first but got harder as it went on. It was starting to get tiring, but you could feel it working your whole body out. After the exercise, everyone felt tired. However, they also felt good knowing that the long walkathon was over, but they also had a feeling of warmth and strength after the exercise was over.
I would recommend this exercise to other people because it works out the whole body. A full-body workout uses more muscle fibers. Usually, exercise is recommended for everyone because it improves health and reduces the risk of various diseases. But I would recommend this particular exercise because it works the whole body. This means that the exercises are perfect for someone who wants to stay fit or lose weight. Since it is a full-body workout, it will work all of your muscle groups. It can improve your muscle strength and increase your endurance. I would also recommend it because you have someone to guide you.

In this case, you have Mr. Anjelo demonstrate the exercise before you actually do it. That was all for today, and thanks for reading so far with us! We hope you found it fun and informative to read our article and hope you have an amazing day.
AITIS Virtual Teachers’ Day Celebration

BY: MRS. HASMINA

AIT International School Celebrated Virtual Teachers’ Day on 5th October 2021.

A Zoom Meeting was scheduled by Khun Jeeny between 2:05 PM to 2:45 PM to surprise our dearest teachers.

This year, the Grade 6 class prepared their digital cards and read it to the teachers to thank each of them for their services and for helping each child find joy in learning; build confidence and continue to develop skills and good values.
Dear Ms. Bles,

I sometimes confuse your name with "Bles" instead of "Bles". I still remember the times when I interviewed you and you said it was one of my favorite things. Anyway, I love spending time with you. We aren't just fun to talk with, but you are also very nice and make the time to write so many of these fun.

- Lanta

Thank You

Khun Nattaya

Thank you for helping me bloom
Mrs. Karthy

Ms. Megha

Thank you

Khun Amornthip

Thank you Teacher!

So cool!

You're the best!

Nanette
Although technology evolution now allows many things we haven’t believed possible, the shift to e-platform doesn’t go as smoothly as we want it to be. Facing the pitfalls of digital meetings may be discouraging and frustrating both for teachers and students.

With this, Mrs. Yemi, our school principal encouraged everyone to guide students in exploring the concept of foresight because it is the secret ingredient of success. She also added that without foresight we cannot prepare for the future. Effective foresight has always been an important life skill, but it is now much harder to come by, because our modern world is changing faster than ever before.
Dear Mrs. Rathna

Thank you for teaching and helping us. You are so kind to us! My friends and I would like to thank you for sharing your time and ideas for camping. Even though we didn’t learn or might’ve been in your group at 2016 camp, we still appreciate your stay. You are so energetic and fun to play with. Thank you!!

- Lanto

Dear Mr. Ernesto

You’re great! You’re the best! So cool!

Mr. Ernesto

Dear pi mon, you are very nice and help me a lot when I was younger, I liked having you as my assistant teacher.

Have a great day!
Happy teachers day

To: Ms. Sophal

Welcome to AITIS!
A surprise piano performance was given by Jacob while waiting for a student to rejoin the presentation. Then, there were teachers who expressed how they felt so overwhelmed and emotional about the touching messages they received. In the end, Khun King presented a video clip that pictures the journey of AITIS before the pandemic.

The Teachers’ Day Committee believes that AITIS students are trying their best to be hardworking and careful towards every decision and wished all our teachers a peaceful working life. We all left the meeting with a happy heart of being loved so much.
The theme of this year’s online UN Day celebration was ‘One Heart, One Mind, One Spirit. And the objectives were to create awareness of current societal issues, such as gender equality, sexual orientation, and racism, and promote acceptance among the students of AITIS.
This event was a school wide activity that started at 8:00 am and ended at 11:45 am. All students were dressed up in their national costumes. They were all greeted by Mrs. Yemi with her inspirational message. All the classes from Pre-K to Grade 6 performed an action song for UN Day that was taught by the music teacher Ms. Beth. The students were carrying their country flags which were made under Mr. James supervision during their art classes.
Group 3

People should accept other unique people. It doesn’t matter if they are different from you, they are still human. Boys can wear skirts, and girls can dress up like boys. Prejudice can lead people and evil deeds. Social acceptance is also part of social skills. People’s words on the internet can be really offensive, which can be part of the online community and homophobia. People could send them death threats, which can hurt them badly. Sexuality also plays a role in social norms. For example, the Black Lives Matter campaign, which happened in June 2020. Many influencers, like Charli D’Amelio, have participated in this campaign.

Fairness and Social Equality

Equality!

This is Thailand’s national animal

This is Thailand’s national costume

This is India’s national animal

This is India’s national costume

National animal of India are tigers

India’s national flower is lotus

This is the polite way of greeting for Thai. (Sawatdee ka)

This is the polite way of greeting for Indian. (Namaste)

One heart

One mind

One Spirit
For the Pre-K section, the day started with greetings in their national language and a ‘Show and Tell’ activity where students brought something unique from their country and told the class about it. Later they watched inspirational videos on the theme ‘One heart, one mind and one spirit’.
Boys and girls can do anything. Social equality is when people with black skin, old clothes, or other things they have got bullied by others. It doesn't mean that you have to bully them.
Grade 1-3 shared one special thing about their country that they loved. The topics of discussion for grades 4-6 were as follows: Social inequality, Racism, and the Importance of having an accepting society in the world. Later, the students watched videos related to their respective topics. The students also prepared and presented PowerPoint projects on their assigned topics. They were guided by Mrs. Vinita earlier on how to make a group PowerPoint presentation.

**Racism**

By: Su Yamin, Tadol, and Aahana G-5A

End racism! Don’t continue racism, it grows a lot and we should stop it!

Just because there are black people, it doesn’t mean we have to treat them unfairly, from the

End Racism

Stop Hate

Stop Racism

People get treated differently because of their culture. We shouldn't support racism because its bad.

One Heart
Social acceptance means that other people signal that they wish to include you in their groups and relationships.

One Mind
Social acceptance is the ability to accept or to tolerate differences and diversity in other people or groups of people. A simple example of showing acceptance is consenting to receive a gift from someone.

One Spirit
A particular way of thinking, feeling, or behaving, especially a way that is typical of a particular group of people or society at a time or in a place.
**Racism**

By Ronayya, Saeikhana, and Saahara (Grade 8)

Cases of when people were discriminated:

- George Floyd was suffocated to death when cops suspected him of using a counterfeit $20 bill, just because he was black.
- Chinese people are being tested because of the spread of COVID-19.

**UN Day Song and Dance**

**About Elephants**

The elephant in Thailand has been prized in the country's society and culture for centuries. Learm how elephants became a national symbol and how you can volunteer in Thailand with these noble creatures. Elephants were adopted for royal duties due to their rarity and sacred standing. They became a symbol of the king's authority, and the more elephants a king possessed, the greater his perceived moral authority and power. These factors led to elephants being held in high regard...and they eventually appeared on Thailand's national flag in the early 1900s.
The UN day is for boys and girls to be together. We make fun and don’t do bad things we have to be happy and smile so you can be very happy and you will not be mad and lonely and sad.

UN day is about when people come together as one no matter their gender. All gender, female and male, should be appreciated by everyone. Everyone has the rights to do anything they want; a boy can be a baker, and a girl can be an engineer. We are all equal as human beings.

UN day is a special day for people to have fun. All boys and girls are accepted for this event. Everyone in this event are happy.

**Social and Gender Equality Poster**

- **Anubhav**, Gr. 1A
- **Pichapa**, Gr. 1B
- **Jirapat**, Gr. 1B

---

**RACISM**

People protest so racism would stop, which is a good thing. But, sometimes people go too far. Like, throwing handshakes at policemen, and it's all too much.

- **Malai, Nattapa, and Phoandam**
  - That is racism?
  - Racism is discriminating someone because of their: Appearance (weight, height, hair, skin tone)
  - Talents
  - Knowledge (Intel)
  - If they went to school college, high school, or not
  - Gender
  - Race
  - Accents

Visit mostly discriminate black-skinned people. By, reducing their salary, showing off, or basically discriminating them.
The festival of Vesak

Vesak is all about the Buddhist visit their temples and pay offerings to the monks of food, candles and flowers. There is chanting and praying, meditation, music and colour. There might be exciting parades through the streets Birmine, is the most important day in the Buddhist calendar, some areas there will be a "Building in Buddha" ceremony, with water poured over a statue of Buddha. Special statues of paper and wood (known as handmade) are hung from houses on trees, along with electric lights and exciting light displays. Vesak will also be celebrated on 15th May 2022.

Thank You

Pee Ta Khon

Pee Ta Khon is a festival held during the months of June and July. It is determined by the medium of the town. This festival is unique to the Dai Sai district in Loei province. This festival is influenced by the Buddhist Jataka tales.

The previous incarnation of the Buddha. When he went out into the woods, wild ghosts came to send him back to the city and traveled in the town and did not hurt anyone.

And when they left the town, they brought all the bad luck and sorrow from the town out with them. Therefore, it is believed that this festival can also help banish bad spirits from the town.
RACISM

Racism includes prejudice, discrimination or hatred for someone because of their color or country they belong to. It is more than just words, beliefs and actions. It includes all the barriers that prevent people from enjoying equality because of their race.

Examples of Racism:

- Country
- Culture
- Black Skin
- Being Nerdy/Smart
- Wearing Something People Don’t Like
- Having An Imaginary Friend
- Gender (LGBTQ+)
Title: My Sister

Today my mom told me that your getting a new sibling! I was shocked to hear that I was going to get a sibling. In my mind I said ‘Wow am going to get a new sibling’. My family and went to a hospital by car. It took a long time to get there because of the traffic. The name of the hospital is ‘Mission Hospital’. The hospital is so big I said ‘Dad look the hospital is very big it is even bigger than our house’! When we went inside it was so cold in there. That dad said ‘wow it is very very cold in here’! We had to wait for hours. When the doctor came he said it is a girl! I was very happy. I called dad and said ‘Dad hurry the baby came already!!!’

When dad came he was surprised to see it is a cute little baby girl. My sister looked like a little puppy. But like human. She had black hair, brown eyes and little baby hands. She is so cute! I said. My dad named her Aarna I agreed. I said dad! ‘that is the most cute name for little sister. Later on my mom and my little sister were able to get back home. My mom told me that I have been a good little girl. Mom was proud of me and dad taking care of her. Aarna was also very happy!

~ Aadhya
Grade 3
My Wonderful Family

I have a wonderful family. There are 4 members of my family. It is a small family. They are my parents and my brother and myself. My Dad is an engineer. My Mom is an engineer too. We help each other in our family. My Dad cooks food. My Mom cleans the house. My Brother helps clean the car. I help water the plants.

My family has fun times together. We play monopoly together. We go to the zoo together. We go to ride a bike. Our condo is pretty. There are 2 bedrooms, 1 toilet, 1 bathroom, 1 kitchen, and 1 living room. We have a room in our condo.
Once upon a time, there lived a penguin named Beam, which was the most genius penguin in the world. This penguin was smarter than humans and he would never die if no one killed him! He could live forever. It was more than 100 years that he was living with villagers. He helped the villagers in everything that he could do.

One day, some hunters came to the village with the weapons. They wanted to kill the penguin because they thought if they kill the penguin, they will be immortal instead. The villagers knew that, so they tried to protect Beam from them, but the penguin didn’t care because Beam was a special penguin that could fight. Beam could beat all of them easily. One night, when everyone was sleeping, a big tiger came to the village and wanted to eat the people in the village. The hunters were attacked first. They tried to fight with the tiger but the tiger was stronger so they couldn’t fight and then the penguin came and killed the tiger with his skill. The penguin won easily so the hunters were grateful to the penguin and hunters wouldn’t kill the penguin because he saved their lives. And they already knew that this penguin was kind and genius, so they became friends with him.
I have a wonderful family. There are five members of my family. They are my parents, sister, grandmother, and myself. It is a big family.

My dad is a manager. My mom is a manager, too.

We help each other in our family. My dad helps in cooking food. My mom takes care of my baby sister. My sister plays with my toys. I read some books.

My family always has a fun time together. We travel. We watch movies together. We eat out together. We read books. We tell stories.

My house is medium in size. We have three bedrooms. It has two toilets. One room is for my playroom. My favorite place is the living room because the TV is there. I like the smell of the kitchen especially when mom and dad are cooking delicious food. My house also has a small garden.
The Scientific Method

~Proundparefha and Thithipat~

Grade 3B “The Incredibles”

We wonder what would happen if we add baking soda, vinegar, and food coloring altogether. We have different hypotheses such as that the vinegar will change in color depending on the food coloring we are using, it will be smelly, and it will explode.

We conducted an experiment about it. First, we put the glass on the baking pan and my other classmates used bowls so that the liquid won’t spill on the table. On the glass, we poured three-fourth cups of vinegar and added the food coloring. We observed that the food coloring was slowly mixing with the vinegar. Lastly, we added teaspoons of baking soda. Everyone was observing our experiment by using our five senses. We were so surprised that it rises with fizzy bubbles and overflowed the glass after we added the baking soda. It was wet and fizzy, stinky, and had a disgusting taste. It was fun too!

In conclusion to our experiment, we saw that baking soda, vinegar, and food coloring mixes. It fizzes out of the cup and our hypothesis is wrong. It did not explode!

---

My Wonderful Family

I have a wonderful family. There are four members. They are my parents, brother, and myself. It is a small family. My dad is an engineer. My mom is a baker. We help each other in my family. My dad waters the plants. My mom cooks food. My brother fix the toys and I clean the house. We like to help each other. My family having fun times together.

We travel, we watch movies together, we eat out together, we play together. Our home is an apartment. We are in the third floor. There are two bedrooms, one toilet, one kitchen and one garage. We have a pet fish in our home.

By: Okith

Gr. 1C
Urban Community

Urban community is a place where many people live closer together. There are a lot of tall buildings in this community. You can see many cars on streets, sky trains over your head, and subway trains underground. In an urban community, you cannot find a lot of open space, what you can see is just buildings. Many people called this community a “city”.

If you want to find a natural area, don’t go to the city because it’s difficult to find one.
But if you want to see a busy community this is exactly where you want to go!!!

Chayapon and Naruedee
Gr. 2B
I Am Diving In!

By Tawsif

Grade 4A

It was a bright morning, so we went to the swimming pool. I went there to learn how to dive. The pool was quite big but not too deep. I was so nervous thinking what could go wrong. It is time to learn how to dive.

My coach walked towards me. I was still nervous until he gave me an Oreo biscuit. Then he said, “Don’t be nervous.” I felt better after it and then he said, “Let’s get started.” I was so excited. First, he taught me how to do the proper body form when jumping into the water. I tried it but first I did some kind of a belly flop. I felt that I did it, and my coach said, “Way to go!” Then, he took me to a 10 feet long place then he told me to do the proper body form again and then he said, “Go!” I jumped and made it!

The second part of the lesson was to hold my breath for at least 20 seconds. My coach could hold it for 2 minutes! I started holding my breath. For the first time I held my breath for 15 seconds but it was not enough. I tried several times until I held it for a minute! My coach was so surprised. He was like, “Teach me how you did that in your 20th try?!”. I just said, “Try”. Then we headed diving into a 20 feet deep river.

It is time to dive! I was more nervous than anything or anyone on earth. For some reason, I jumped in without safety. My coach dived with me and grabbed me so I wouldn’t drown. Then we slowly dived until it got dark. My parents went there to pick me up and we went back home.
I am Pin. I will be talking about golf. Golf is a sport where patience, consciousness, accuracy and having fun is the most important thing.

So this is how to play. The first step is to swing the club. Then you hit the ball. When the ball falls in the spot where they call it green, you are very lucky because that is where the flag is. There is also a place called a bunker. If the ball falls in the bunker (which is not a lucky place) the ball is in the sand. It is very hard to hit it to the green (it is a ball trap).

The things you need for golf are golf balls, gloves, tees, and golf clubs. If you don’t have gloves, you will be wounded. Tees are super important; if you don’t have them you can’t use some of the club. Golf clubs are used for hitting the ball. The golf clubs are Driver(1), Fairway(3), Hybrid(4), steel 5, steel 6, steel, 7 steel, 8 steel, 9 steel sand wedge and putter - the bigger the number the shorter the steel.

You can play golf at the drive place and the golf course. This is how to win. You have to get the least amount of points to win!
ST. LUCIA

Looking for a great place to go? Go to St. Lucia and order tickets now! St. Lucia is ranked as one of the best beaches and islands in the world! It is a beautiful beach I’m sure you’d love to visit with its clean water, beautiful waterfalls, and hot streams. On that island, you can do all sorts of water activities! St. Lucia has two twin tower peaks which rank the best tourist attractions in St. Lucia. They are a beautiful sight to see!

They have a lot of National Parks with animals and plants you can’t see anywhere else at all. Even approaching this place will already excite you! They have a DRIVE-IN VOLCANO called Mount Soufriere! That volcano has only erupted TWICE during historical times! It only lets off some steam that isn’t very

Inaya
Grade 5B
Tommy is a rat, who lived far into the city. His life was busy, living in a hole in the wall was a pain in the back. The bad thing was Noisy neighbors most of the time, but the real deal was that stink bombs were always thrown into his house by the humans so that he could stay away and never come back.

One day his cousin from the countryside decided to pay a visit. She also brought over her little baby, who was called Oreo. He was a handful.

He cries all the time and only eats Oreos. Marta (his cousin) decided to buy more oreo bits from the rat market nearby, which has a lower price than the one in the countryside. So the babysitter job was handed to Tommy.

“What?! I can’t even take care of myself, and you think I’ll be able to take care of a problematic oreo addicted child?” He muttered. Only to be responded by a “Have fun you two!” ended with the classic door slam.

Tommy had put Oreo down on his sofa and went to grab some cookie bits to feed the child, and came back to find that he was gone. “Haha, WHAT?!?” Tommy ran outside and dragged his eyes everywhere. Oreo on the human table, was as relaxed as he ever was, eating an oreo a human left out.

“OREO DON’T WORRY I’M COMING TO SAVE YA!” Tommy knew it was his hero time. He climbed up the food-filled table and took a left, and a right, a U-turn and a quick swirl. “BOOM! wait.. boom....?” He saw Oreo and right behind Oreo was a cat looking back at Tommy, about to inhale the little critter.

Tommy closed his eyes and started shaking his head and trying to convince the cat to not eat his little nephew. All he heard was one loud GULP.
"JERANEMOO!" Tommy jumped right into the cat's mouth with only one goal that was to rescue Oreo. "WAHHHHH WAHHHHHHHHH MOMMY!" Oreo screamed and yelped. "DON'T WORRY OREO I'M COMING! I'M HERE FOR YOU!" Tommy yelled. Right now, they were in the cat's well throat, slowly and slimy, down like a sewer.

Then SWOOSH SWISH SWASH SWAP swap? SWASP. Slowly, Oreo's cries became more distant and distant... "Oreo?!" "TOMMY" "OREO, I WANT YOU TO PLAY THE GAME MARCO POLO WITH ME. SAY POLO WHEN I SAY MARCO ALRIGHT? MARCO!" "POLO!" Tommy can hear the polo ending with the most stuffiest nose he could hear. Tommy was in the cat's intestine.. but somehow he could hear Oreo's voice around the mouth of the cat.

Tommy climbed and climbed, climbed even more, took a left, then a right, a swoosh and a swish, and there he was, he looked out and realized he was at the cat's eyes, that's why it seemed like this was a window. He crawled even more and now was in the cat's brain. Like what.....?.. Tommy was disgusted by how squishy everything was but it didn't matter, he needed to find his little Oreo.

"Marco?" "Polo.." Tommy finally found Oreo, RIGHT INSIDE THE CATS CHEEK. "How are you here?! In the cheek? You're literally still in the cat's mouth and I have to crawl all the way UP here?" "Sorry.. sniff" Tommy sighed and held Oreo while opening the cat's mouth like a boss.

The cat was confused of what had just happened and how he heard voices of the Marco polo spirit haunting his brains.

Tommy ran down the table cloth, still holding Oreo, and told him to never wonder off EVER again. Just in time, his lovely cousin came back with a grin. "How was my favorite little bro doing with my baby?" "Terrible. Just terrible." "What?" "Nothing!" Tommy quickly squeaked! "Alright!" Marta held Oreo into her arms and sign language to Tommy that if her little Oreo was hurt, he would've beaten him up. But good thing, Tommy made a deal with Oreo to ZIP UP about what happened and dealt with him an oreo.

The End
Student - Centered Activities
Elementary Section
Hello! My name is Rose. I like to learn about dinosaurs. Do you know how dinosaurs lived?

Hello! I am Rose. I am a very kind pig. I like to eat plants and I like to play with you.

The dinosaur scientists do not know much about dinosaurs.
His cat wants to eat the bat.

---

Science Planting Activity

---

Show and Tell: My Growth Timeline
Great Job!

Science Planting Activity